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LaTeX is the text-preparation system of choice for scientists and academics, and is especially useful for typesetting technical materials. This popular book shows you how to begin using LaTeX to create high-quality documents. The book also serves as a handy reference for all LaTeX users. In this completely revised edition, the authors cover the LaTeX2ε standard and offer more details, examples, exercises, tips, and tricks. They go beyond the core installation to describe the key contributed packages that have become essential to LaTeX processing.
Inside, you will find:

	Complete coverage of LaTeX fundamentals, including how to input text, symbols, and mathematics; how to produce lists and tables; how to include graphics and color; and how to organize and customize documents
	Discussion of more advanced concepts such as bibliographical databases and BIBTeX, math extensions with AMS-LaTeX, drawing, slides, and letters
	Helpful appendices on installation, error messages, creating packages, using LaTeX with HTML and XML, and fonts
	An extensive alphabetized listing of commands and their uses


New to this edition:

	More emphasis on LaTeX as a markup language that separates content and form--consistent with the essence of XML
	Detailed discussions of contributed packages alongside relevant standard topics
	In-depth information on PDF output, including extensive coverage of how to use the hyperref package to create links, bookmarks, and active buttons


As did the three best-selling editions that preceded it, Guide to LaTeX, Fourth Edition, will prove indispensable to anyone wishing to gain the benefits of LaTeX. 

The accompanying CD-ROM is part of the TeX Live set distributed by TeX Users Groups, containing a full LaTeX installation for Windows, MacOSX, and Linux, as well as many extensions, including those discussed in the book.

About the Author

Helmut Kopka was previously a scientific staff member at the Max-Planck-Institut für Aeronomie in Germany. He was involved in writing one of the first TeX drivers for HP LaserJet and subsequently introduced TeX and LaTeX into his institute, where it has become the standard text-processing system for scientific publications. 

Patrick W. Daly is a scientific staff member at the Max-Planck-Institut für Aeronomie in Germany. He has written formatting styles for several scientific journals and is the author of the natbib package for flexible bibliographic citations and of the custom-bib system for customizing bibliographic styles for use with BibTeX.
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Practical C++ Financial ProgrammingApress, 2015

	Practical C++ Financial Programming is a hands-on book for programmers wanting to apply C++ to programming problems in the financial industry. The book explains those aspects of the language that are more frequently used in writing financial software, including the STL, templates, and various numerical libraries. The book also...
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Teach Yourself VISUALLY Word 2010Visual, 2010

	Learn to use Microsoft Word 2010 the easy, visual way


	Word is the most popular application in the Microsoft Office suite, and Word 2010 has some exciting new features. If you learn best when you can see how something is done, you'll find the step-by-step instructions and full-color screen shots make it quick and easy to learn...
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IPython Interactive Computing and Visualization CookbookPackt Publishing, 2014

	Over 100 hands-on recipes to sharpen your skills in high-performance numerical computing and data science with Python


	About This Book

	
		Leverage the new features of the IPython notebook for interactive web-based big data analysis and visualization
	
		Become an expert in high-performance...
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Destination China: Immigration to China in the Post-Reform EraPalgrave Macmillan, 2018

	This book is a compelling account of China’s response to the increasing numbers of ‘foreigners’ in its midst, revealing a contradictory picture of welcoming civility, security anxiety and policy confusion. Over the last forty years, China’s position within the global migration order has been undergoing a remarkable shift....
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Beginning Programming with Java For DummiesFor Dummies, 2005
Well, if you want to write computer programs, this book is for you. This book avoids the snobby “of-course-you-already-know” assumptions, and describes computer programming from scratch.

The book uses Java — an exciting, relatively new computer programming language. But Java’s subtleties and eccentricities...
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Cerebral PalsySpringer, 2005

	Cerebral palsy is a lifelong condition that affects the individual, family, and

	immediate community. Therefore, the goal of allowing the individual with

	cerebral palsy to live life with the least impact of the disability requires complex

	attention to the individual and the family. Furthermore, society needs

	to be sensitive and to...
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